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Abstract—Avoiding collisions is a crucial ability for unmanned
vehicles. In this paper, we present the constant avoidance angle algorithm, a reactive method for collision avoidance. It can be used
to avoid both static and moving obstacles by making the vehicle
keep an avoidance angle between itself and the obstacle edge.
Unlike many other algorithms, it requires neither knowledge of
the complete obstacle shape, nor that the vehicle follows a desired
speed trajectory. Rather, safe vehicle headings are provided at the
current vehicle speed. Thus, the speed can be used as an input to
the algorithm, which provides flexibility and makes the approach
suitable for a wide range of vehicles, including vehicles with a
limited speed envelope or high acceleration cost. We demonstrate
this by applying the algorithm to a marine vehicle described
by a full kinematic and dynamic model in three degrees of
freedom. We specifically consider vehicles with underactuated
sway dynamics, where the vehicle velocity contains a component
which cannot be directly controlled. Such dynamics can be highly
detrimental to the performance of collision avoidance algorithms,
and need to be included in the design and analysis of control
systems for such vehicles. In this paper, we compensate for the
underactuation by including these dynamics in the underlying
analysis and control design. We provide a mathematical analysis
of sparse obstacle scenarios, where we derive conditions under
which safe avoidance is guaranteed, even for underactuated
vehicles. We furthermore show how the modular nature of the
algorithm enables it to be combined both with a target reaching
and a path following guidance law. Finally, we validate the
results both through numerical simulations, and through fullscale experiments aboard the R/V Gunnerus.
Index Terms—Collision avoidance, marine vehicles, nonlinear
dynamical systems, underactuated systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Unmanned marine vehicles are increasingly employed in
tasks like transportation, seafloor mapping, oceanographic surveying or ocean surveillance [1], [2]. Such systems encounter
challenges like limited maneuverability, reduced or delayed
communications and resulting lack of real-time operator control. Thus, safety critical functions such as collision avoidance
are crucial for operational success.
We will in this paper consider a class of underactuated
marine vehicles, specifically vehicles with control actuation
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in the forward direction and in the vehicle heading, but not in
the sideways direction. This class of vehicles includes a wide
range of displacement vessels operating at maneuvering speed
[3]. While the sideways (sway) movement cannot be directly
controlled for such vehicles, it is induced during turning. It
thus becomes an important factor to consider in the design and
analysis of collision avoidance algorithms for such vehicles.
Surveys of recent progress within collision avoidance algorithms can be found in [4]–[6]. In general, the different
algorithms can be divided into two families; motion planning
algorithms like model predictive control [7]–[9] or the faster
dynamic window algorithm [10]–[12], and reactive algorithms.
Motion planning algorithms create optimal and safe paths
using a vehicle model and an environment model. However,
the general motion planning problem has been shown to be
NP-hard [13]. Thus, even if the computational cost can be
reduced by limiting the control inputs to a small set of discrete
values [7], [8], the approach can still be intractable for vehicles
with limited processing. Furthermore, even systems capable
of running a motion planning algorithm will benefit from
having another, computationally fast, algorithm as a backup
for redundancy. Hence, there is a need for reactive algorithms.
The artificial potential field (APF) method [14], which
guides the vehicle using repulsive and attractive fields, is
intuitive and straightforward to implement even for complex
environments. Furthermore, different fields can be combined in
order to achieve simultaneous goals like formation control and
obstacle avoidance [15]. Stability issues has been identified
with the algorithm [16], which can be countered by extending
the algorithm to the polar domain as in the vector field
histogram [17]. These methods only consider static obstacles,
though, and there are no safety guarantees.
Representing the obstacle in the velocity space is the main
idea behind the velocity obstacle (VO) approach [18]. By
choosing a vehicle velocity outside of the set of velocity obstacles, algorithms implementing velocity obstacles inherently
include moving obstacles. The approach can be extended to
include traffic rules such as the International regulations for
preventing collisions at sea (COLREGS) [19].
While the original formulation of the VO algorithm assumes
that the vehicle is fully actuated, and does not include vehicle
dynamics, the acceleration VO [20] also includes acceleration
constraints. The approach can be further extended to include
unicycle-type nonholonomic constraints, but becomes restrictive if the forward acceleration or turning rate the vehicle is
limited. The complete vehicle dynamics are included in the
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generalized VO [21], which represents the obstacles in the
control input space. However, the calculation of this space is
not trivial, and can be computationally expensive.
In [22] the collision cone concept [23] is employed in
a distributed reactive algorithm for multiple vehicles. The
algorithm provably makes a set of cooperating vehicles remain
collision free if they start in a conflict free state, and a
deconfliction algorithm for reaching such a state is given. The
algorithm incorporates actuator constraints, and is suitable also
for vehicles with a limited speed envelope. However, while
the results are strong, the dynamics of the vehicles are not
included, and the conditions for safe deconfliction can become
overly conservative in the case of passive obstacles.
The algorithm proposed by [24] uses circular path following
to avoid moving obstacles, and the paper gives sufficient conditions for successful avoidance. By using set-based theory to
switch between path following mode and collision avoidance
mode, the algorithm is combined with the popular line-of-sight
guidance law [25] for following of straight line path segments.
This path following algorithm is used as an example also in our
paper, and is described in Section V-B. It is not, however, clear
how to extend the algorithm of [24] to noncircular obstacles,
nor is a minimum distance for when the vehicle should start
the collision avoidance maneuver provided.
The constant avoidance angle (CAA) algorithm was first
proposed in [26]. The algorithm provably avoids a moving
obstacle by steering the vehicle a constant avoidance angle
to the side of it. There is, however, no consideration of any
underlying vehicle dynamics in the analysis of the algorithm.
Furthermore, the vehicle is subject to considerable forward
acceleration during the collision avoidance maneuver, and can
be brought to a complete stop. The algorithm can thus become
unsuitable for vehicles with forward acceleration constraints or
a limited speed envelope.
In this paper, the CAA algorithm is modified to accommodate such vehicles by setting the forward speed as an input
rather than an output of the algorithm, thus making it possible
to steer the forward speed independently. As an example, we
will allow the vehicle to keep a constant forward speed during
the maneuver. The vehicle thus both adheres to the heavy
forward acceleration cost of many marine vehicles, and becomes more predictable for an external observer. Preliminary
results were presented in [27], which only considered vehicle
kinematics, and in [28], where the CAA algorithm was further
extended to include the underactuated dynamics of the vehicle
sway motion.
In this paper, the results are extended to a vehicle modeled
using a complete maneuvering model [3]. This includes both
the underactuated sway dynamics and the directly actuated
yaw and surge dynamics. The underactuated sway dynamics
will be accounted for by making the algorithm steer the vehicle
course rather than the vehicle heading. As the vehicle turns,
the induced sway motion will add a sideways component to
the vehicle’s velocity, and the magnitude of the total speed
varies during the maneuver. However, since the vehicle speed
is now used as an input to the algorithm, the adjusted course
will be adjusted accordingly in order to remain provably safe.
Moreover, we will show that the resulting course reference

is well defined by proving that the sway motion remains
bounded. Finally, we will show how smoothing of the desired
yaw rate using a simple, linear bump function can be used
to extend the algorithm to be applicable on a vehicle model
including forces and moments in all three degrees of freedom.
Thus, we demonstrate in this paper that the CAA algorithm is
applicable to an underactuated marine vehicle modeled with
forces and moments in all three degrees of freedom.
We will demonstrate the modular nature of the proposed
collision avoidance law by giving conditions for safe navigation when coupled with both a pure pursuit target reaching
guidance law [29], [30], as well as with the popular line of
sight path following guidance law [25], [31]. Target reaching
and path following can be used to achieve a wide array of
high level goals, such as transit, pipeline inspection, sea floor
mapping or monitoring of autonomous underwater vehicles.
Hence, by showing that the proposed algorithm can be combined with these guidance laws, we show that it can increase
vehicle safety in many different operational scenarios. The
results are validated through both numerical simulations and
through full-scale experiments on the R/V Gunnerus.
The analysis of the algorithm considers a single moving
obstacle of circular shape. However, the algorithm can be used
to avoid an obstacle of any shape without any modification,
which we demonstrate in the simulation section. Furthermore,
while the analysis of dense multi-obstacle scenarios is beyond
the scope of this paper, we will provide a method for extending
the algorithm to such scenarios. This is demonstrated in the
experimental section, where we validate the results through
the experiments on R/V Gunnerus.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
vehicle model is given in Section II, while the obstacle
is described in Section III. The CAA collision avoidance
algorithm is presented in Section IV, and the target reaching
and path following guidance laws are given in Section V. The
controller used to follow the course references from these
algorithms is presented in Section VI, which includes the
smoothing function ensuring that the resulting yaw rate reference trajectory is feasible. The surge and yaw rate controllers
are presented in Section VII. A mathematical analysis of the
system is provided in Section VIII, which gives conditions of
provable safe maneuvering. The results are validated through
simulations in Section IX and experiments in Section X, before
some concluding remarks are given in Section XI.

II. V EHICLE MODEL
We model the vehicle in 3 degrees of freedom (DOF), with
the position and orientation of the vehicle’s body frame b in
the inertial NED frame n denoted pnb , [xnb , ybn ] and ψbn ,
respectively. The linear and angular velocity of b with respect
b
to n is denoted νb/n
, [ub , vb , rb ]T , where ub is the forward
(surge) speed, vb is the sideways (sway) speed and rb is the
angular velocity of the vehicle (the yaw rate). The kinematics
of the vehicle can then be written as
b
η̇η b = Jbn (ψbn )νb/n
,
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where ηb , [xnb , ybn , ψbn ]T and the transformation matrix Jbn
is
 n n

Rb (ψb ) 0
n
n
Jb (ψb ) ,
.
0
1

A. Expanded kinematics and dynamics
For clarity, we expand the vehicle kinematics (1) and
dynamics (2) into their separate components:

The dynamics of the vehicle are modeled using the maneuvering model of [3]:
b
b
b
b
= Bf .
+ Dνb/n
)νb/n
+ C(νb/n
M ν̇b/n

(2)

The symmetric mass matrix M > 0 contains the mass, inertia
and hydrodynamic added mass of the vehicle. Coriolis and
centripetal terms are contained in C , while the D is the linear
hydrodynamic damping matrix. The vector f , [Tu , Tr ]T contains the surge thrust Tu and rudder angle Tr , which actuates
the system through the configuration matrix B ∈ R3×2 .
The system matrices have the following structure [3]:

m11
M , 0
0



0
0
m22 m23  ,
m23 m33
0
0
0
0
C,
m22 vb + m23 rb −m11 ub


d11
D, 0
0

0
d22
d32


0
d23  ,
d33

(3)


−m22 vb − m23 rb
,
m11 ub
0
(4)


b11 0
B ,  0 b22  .
(5)
0 b33

This structure is obtained by using the following assumption,
which holds for most marine vehicles:
Assumption 1. The vehicle is port-starboard symmetric.
Since the vehicle dynamics (2) are described using a
maneuvering model, we assume that the vehicle operates at
maneuvering speed:
Assumption 2. The vehicle surge speed ub lies in the interval
ub ∈ [ub,min , ub,max ], where ub,min > 0 and ub,max ≥ ub,min
are constant parameters.
In the model (2), the yaw control Tr affects not only the yaw
dynamics but also the underactuated sway dynamics, complicating the controller design. To make the control problem
more feasible, we remove the control input Tr from the sway
dynamics. This is done through the following assumption:
Assumption 3. The origin of b is located in a point [xbg , 0]T
along the centerline of the vessel, and this point is the pivot
point of the ship.
Assumption II makes M −1Bf = [τu , 0, τr ]T , where τu is
the control force in surge and τr is the control moment in yaw.
As described in [3], it is always possible to use a coordinate
transformation on b in order to translate the origin to the pivot
point, should it not be located there originally.

ẋnb = ub cos(ψbn ) − vb sin(ψbn ),
ẏbn = ub sin(ψbn ) + vb cos(ψbn ),

(6a)
(6b)

ψ̇bn
u̇b
v̇b
ṙb

(6c)
(6d)
(6e)
(6f)

= rb ,
= Fub (ub , vb , rb ) + τu ,
= X(ub )rb + Y (ub )vb ,
= Frb (ub , vb , rb ) + τr .

The functions Fu (vb , rb ), X(ub ), Y (ub ) and Fr (ub , vb , rb )
contain mass and damping parameters, and are defined in
Appendix A. To ensure that the vehicle is nominally stable
in sway (6e), we make the following assumption on Y (ub ):
Assumption 4. The function Y (ub ) satisfies
Y (ub ) < 0.

(7)

If Assumption 4 does not hold, then a small disturbance in
sway would lead to a steadily increasing sway motion, which
is not the case for commercial vessels by design.
B. The flow frame
b
The linear vehicle velocity, vb/n
, [ub , vb ]T , contains a
forward and sideways velocity component. However, for collision avoidance purposes, we are interested in the magnitude
b
and direction of vb/n
. This can be expressed through the flow
frame f , which is a body-fixed frame rotated so that its xaxis is aligned with the flow of water around the vehicle [3].
The rotation from body to flow is given by Rfb (β), where the
sideslip angle β is defined as β , tan−1 (vb /ub ). Hence, the
vehicle kinematics can be expressed as
f
f
ṗnb/n = Rbn (ψbn )Rfb (β)vb/n
= Rfn (ψfn )vb/n
,

(8)

where ψfn , ψbn + β is termed the vehicle course, the velocity
p
f
in f is vb/n
, [Ub , 0]T , and Ub , u2b + vb2 . The course rate
rf is found by taking the time derivative of β and inserting
for v̇b , which is given by (6e):

X(ub )ub + Ub2 rb + Y (ub )ub vb − u̇b vb
n
rf , ψ̇f =
. (9)
Ub2
The expression for v̇b as a function of rf is found as
v̇b =

Ub2 (X(ub )rf + Y (ub )vb )
X(ub )vb u̇b
+
.
2
X(ub )ub + Ub
X(ub ) + Ub2

(10)

In order for (10) to be well defined, the following assumption
needs to be met [32]:
Assumption 5. The function X(ub ) satisfies
X(ub ) + ub > 0 ∀ ub ∈ [ub,min , ub,max ].

(11)

Remark 1. This assumption ensures that a change in the
vehicle heading ψbn will result in a change in the vehicle course
in the nominal case when u̇b = 0. This is the case for most
marine vehicles by design.
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C. Desired surge speed
The surge speed ub will be controlled by using the feedback
linearizing controller described in Section VII to reach a
desired surge speed ubd . In this paper, we set the desired surge
speed to a positive constant:
Assumption 6. The desired surge speed is constant and
satisfies ubd > 0.

y
α(2)
α(1)

For brevity, we introduce the notation Xd , X(ubd ) and
Yd , Y (ubd ).
Fig. 1. The vision cone V from the vehicle to the obstacle.

III. O BSTACLE M ODEL
In this section we will describe the obstacle model, as
well as the obstacle measurements required to implement the
collision avoidance algorithm described in Section IV.
The obstacle is modeled as a moving circular domain Do
with radius Ro :
o
ṗno = Ron (ψon )vo/n
,

(12)

where pno , [xno , yon ]T are the Cartesian coordinates of the
o
obstacle, the obstacle-fixed velocity is contained in vo/n
,
n
[uo , 0], and the obstacle heading is denoted ψo .
Remark 2. The proposed collision avoidance algorithm can
also be applied to non-circular obstacles, which is demonstrated in a simulation in Section IX.
To ensure that the vehicle is able to circumvent the obstacle,
we need to assume that the obstacle speed is less than the
desired vehicle surge speed. The obstacle speed is further
restricted if a large vehicle sway speed is induced towards
the obstacle when the vehicle turns away from it, i.e. if the
maneuvering capabilities of the vehicle is poor. This restriction
comes from the mathematical analysis in Section VIII.
Assumption 7. The obstacle forward speed uo is upper
bounded by
( p
2 −Xd2 − Xd ubd −ubd < Xd ≤ − u2bd
uo <
(13)
ubd
− u2bd < Xd .
A. Required obstacle measurements
In order to decide when to start an avoidance maneuver,
the vehicle must be able to sense the distance dob , kpnb −
pno k to the obstacle. To obtain a safe course, the vehicle must
furthermore be able to sense the vision cone V to the obstacle,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, the angles α(1) and α(2)
to the edges of the V are required. Finally, the vehicle must
know the obstacle velocity ṗno in order to compensate for it.
Remark 3. The obstacle distance dob and the vision cone
can be readily obtained from sensors such as a lidar, radar
or sonar. If the sensor has Doppler capabilites, the obstacle
velocity is available as well. Otherwise, the obstacle velocity
can be obtained by using a tracking algorithm.

IV. C OLLISION AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM
In this section we will describe the proposed constant
avoidance angle (CAA) algorithm for collision avoidance.
We define that the control system will be either in nominal
guidance mode, where it follows a nominal guidance law like
the ones we describe in Section V, or in collision avoidance
mode. The control system will enter collision avoidance mode
if the vehicle comes at risk of colliding with an obstacle,
according to a criterion we will define in Section IV-B. The
CAA algorithm will then make the vehicle circumvent the
obstacle by steering the vehicle outside of the vision cone V
defined in Section III-A. Specifically, by maintaining a constant avoidance angle αo to the vision cone, it is ensured that
the vehicle will not come within a specified minimum distance
of the obstacle. If the obstacle is moving, a compensation term
is adding to the avoidance angle.
During the collision avoidance maneuver, a sway motion
will be induced as the vehicle turns. Thus, unlike for vehicles
with unicycle kinematics, the vehicle heading ψbn is not
necessarily aligned with the vehicle course ψfn . Hence we will
make the CAA algorithm provide course rather than heading
references. These references will be used as input to the
course controller we propose in Section VI, which will then
create smooth reference trajectories for the yaw rate controller
described in Section VII. We are thus able to include the
complete vehicle dynamics in the analysis in Section VIII.
The desired course during collision avoidance, including the
compensation for the obstacle velocity, is described in detail
in Section IV-A below. The rules for entering and leaving
collision avoidance mode are given in Section IV-B, while
finally an example rule for deciding if the vehicle should
move to the port or starboard side of the obstacle is given
in Section IV-C.
A. Desired vehicle course
To create course references that will safely avoid the obstacle, the CAA algorithm extends the vision cone V by ±αo
to either side, as shown in Fig. 2. The heading angles of the
(1)
(2)
extended vision cone edges are denoted ψαo and ψαo . Two
(1)
(2)
velocity vectors, vαo and vαo , are defined along the edges of
the extended cone:
h
i
(j)
(j)
vα(j)
,
u
cos(ψ
),
sin(ψ
)
, j = {1, 2},
(14)
α
α
α
o
o
o
o
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(j)

where kṗno k = uo as seen in (12). The angle γvo is found
geometrically as

x
y

(j)
γvo
= π − (ψon − ψα(j)
), j = {1, 2}.
o

αo

ψα(1)o

The candidates for desired vehicle course in collision avoidance mode are then defined as

αo

ψα(2)o

(18)

n(j)

(j)
ψf dca , ψα(j)
+ γca
, j = {1, 2}.
o

(19)

Section IV-C provides a rule for choosing between these two
candidates.
B. Switching rule
The compensated vision cone Vc is used to define a set
of unsafe vehicle course directions. Thus, we define that the
control system enters collision avoidance mode at a time t1
if the vehicle is too close to the obstacle while the desired
course given by the guidance law, denoted ψfndg , is within Vc :

Fig. 2. The extended vision cone from the vehicle to the obstacle.

x
ψα(2)o

y

pon

p

n
o

vα

(1)
o

vca

ψfndg (t1 ) ∈ Vc (t1 ),

(20a)

dob (t1 ) ≤ dswitch ,

(20b)

(1)

pon
γvo

vα

(2)

where dswitch > dsafe is a design parameter.
Nominal guidance towards the target will resume at a time
t2 when ψfndg (t2 ) moves outside Vc (t2 ),

(2)

o

γca

(2)

vca

(2)

ψfndg (t2 ) ∈
/ Vc (t2 ).
(1)

(2)

Fig. 3. The desired velocity vector candidates vca and vca , which define
the sides of the compensated vision cone Vc .

(21)

To avoid making the vehicle course cross Vc when approaching ψfndg , we require that ψfndg is on the same side of Vc as
the vehicle course when exiting collision avoidance:
n(1)

where uαo > 0 will be defined later.
If the obstacle is moving, each edge of the extended vision
cone will be rotated around the origin of b in order to
compensate for the obstacle velocity. Thus, in a reference
frame aligned with n but moving with the obstacle, the course
(j)
references of the CAA algorithm will follow vαo . The rotated
edges define a new, compensated vision cone Vc , which is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Two velocity vectors are defined along
the edges of Vc as
(j)
vca
, vα(j)
+ ṗno ,
o

j = {1, 2}.

(15)

(j)

The velocity vectors vca will keep the constant avoidance
angle αo to the obstacle, and will hence be used as candidates
for the desired vehicle velocity in collision avoidance mode.
Therefore, their lengths are set to the current vehicle speed
Ub ,
(j)
||vca
|| , Ub .

(16)

(j)

The compensation angle γca is found using the sine rule
(j)
(j)
on the triangle defined by vαo , ṗno and vca :
(j)

(j)
γca

−1

= sin

kṗno k sin(γvo )
Ub

!
, j = {1, 2}.

(17)

j = 1 : ψfndg (t2 ) − ψf dca (t2 ) ≤ 0,
n(2)

j = 2 : ψfndg (t2 ) − ψf dca (t2 ) ≥ 0.
The angular difference is mapped to the interval


n(j)
ψfndg (t2 ) − ψf dca (t2 ) ∈ (−π, π], j = {1, 2},

(22)

(23)

which ensures that the vehicle makes the shortest turn towards
the desired course.
The switching rule is illustrated in an overtaking scenario in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the vehicle comes too close to an obstacle
on collision course and enters collision avoidance. In Fig. 4(b),
the desired course from guidance is outside the vision cone,
but the vehicle has to cross Vc to reach it. Hence, the control
system remains in collision avoidance mode. In Fig. 4(c), the
desired course from guidance is safe, and the control system
enters nominal guidance mode.
C. Turning direction
The proposed CAA algorithm (19) provides two candidate
course directions for safe maneuvering, resulting in either a
clockwise or counterclockwise collision avoidance maneuver.
Both of the candidates are safe, which provides flexibility to
consider different scenario preferences or traffic rules. In this
paper, we will as an example use a conservative approach,
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(a)

(b)

If a new obstacle joins the cone currently used for avoidance
during the maneuver, the cone is extended to include the new
obstacle. The vehicle will keep the turning direction, and will
follow the corresponding edge of the new vision cone.
Examples of multiobstacle scenarios are presented in the
experimental results in Section X.

(c)

120

x [m]

100

80

V. N OMINAL GUIDANCE LAWS
60

40

20

0
-20

0

20

-20

y [m]

0

20

-20

y [m]

0

20

y [m]

Fig. 4. Illustration of the switching rule. The vehicle (orange) encounters an
obstacle (red circle). The compensated vision cone Vc is drawn in a transparent
red, the obstacle velocity is shown as a red arrow and the desired course
provided by the guidance law is shown as a blue arrow.

where we make the vehicle move behind the obstacle. Specifically, at a time t1 at which the control system enters collision
avoidance, the turning parameter j is chosen according to:
n(j)

j = arg max |ψon (t1 ) − ψf dca (t1 )|.

(24)

j=1,2

When the control system is not in collision avoidance mode,
it is in nominal guidance mode. In this mode, the vehicle
course is steered by a guidance law in order to fulfill the
goals of the current scenario. The modular nature of the
control system makes it possible to implement a wide array of
guidance laws, and in this paper we will present two examples.
The first guidance law is for target reaching, which we will
achieve using a pure pursuit guidance law, while the second
guidance law is a line of sight (LOS) guidance law for path
following of straight line paths.
A. Pure pursuit guidance
The pure pursuit (PP) guidance law [29], [30] is a target
reaching guidance law which we in this paper will employ to
make the vehicle reach a static target position pnt , [xnt , ytn ].
To reach the target as soon as possible, we set the desired
course to point towards the target position:
ψfnpp , atan2(ytn − ybn , xnt − xnb ),

n(j)
ψf dca

The difference between the obstacle course and
are
mapped to the interval (−π, π]. If the obstacle is closer than
dswitch when the vehicle enters CA mode, the vehicle will
make the shortest turn towards a safe direction. Once a turning
direction has been chosen, it is kept throughout the collision
avoidance maneuver in order to avoid chattering.
Remark 4. An alternative approach is to choose the turning
direction to comply with the International regulations for
preventing collisions at sea (COLREGS), as in [19], [24].
The vehicle would then turn to starboard when the obstacle
comes from starboard, when the obstacle comes head on, or if
the vehicle overtakes the obstacle from behind. If the obstacle
approaches from the port side, the vehicle would not yield, i.e.
the control system would not enter collision avoidance mode.
D. Multiple obstacles
The proposed CAA algorithm can be extended to multiple
obstacles. While a thorough analysis of a multiobstacle scenario is beyond the scope of this paper, we will in this section
present a rule for using the CAA algorithm to safely navigate
clusters of obstacles.
We create a compensated vision cone for each obstacle
closer to the vehicle than dswitch . If any of these cones overlap,
they are merged into a single cone. When the control system
enters collision avoidance mode, there might thus be more than
one obstacle in the current unsafe cone. The closest obstacle
is then used to choose the turning direction according to (24).

(25)

where ψfnpp is the desired course during PP guidance.
Remark 5. If the target was not static, a velocity compensation term like the one computed in (17) could be used with
the target velocity. The resulting course reference would then
make the vehicle reach a slower moving target.
B. Line of sight guidance
The LOS guidance law for straight line path following was
first analyzed in [25], and it was proved in [31] that it provides
uniform semiglobal exponential stability when applied to an
underactuated marine vehicle as the one modeled in (6).
The guidance law is illustrated in Fig. 5. The idea is to
mimic the way an experienced helmsman steers a vehicle by
aiming the vehicle course towards a point ahead of it on the
path. Specifically, the target point lies a lookahead distance
∆ meters ahead of the vehicle along the path, where ∆ is a
positive control parameter.
If we, for conciseness and without loss of generality, assume
that the path P is oriented along the x-axis of the NED frame,
P , {(xn , y n ) ∈ R2 : y n = 0},

(26)

then the guidance law is defined as
ψfnlos , atan2(−ybn , ∆),
where ψfnlos is the desired course during LOS guidance.
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x

A. Yaw rate bump function
To avoid discontinuities in the desired yaw rate, we introduce a linear bump function δ(td ):


1, td ≥ tδ ,
(32)
δ(td ) = ttdδ , 0 < td < tδ


0, td ≤ 0,

y
Δ

ψfnlos

ybn
Fig. 5. Illustration of the LOS guidance law steering the orange vehicle onto
the path P, which is drawn as a solid black line.

where the bump time tδ is a positive constant.
As long as the yaw rate signal r̄bd from (31) is smooth,
rbd = r̄bd . However, if there is a jump in r̄bd at time t1 , we
apply the bump function:
rbd (t) = rbd (t1 ) [1 − δ(t − t1 )] + r̄bd (t)δ(t − t1 ).

VI. C OURSE CONTROLLER
In this section we will present the course controller used
to follow the references from either the CAA guidance law
or from a nominal guidance law. The course controller gives
references to the yaw rate controller presented in Section VII,
and is implemented as a proportional controller. To limit
the turning rate, and hence the induced sway motion, the
proportional effect is saturated. The controller is defined as:
rf d , ψ̇fnd − sat(kf ψ̃fn ),

(28)

where rf d is the desired yaw rate signal, the course error is
denoted ψ̃fn , ψfnd − ψfn ∈ (−π, π], the control gain kf is
a positive design parameter, and ψfnd is the course reference
from either one of the nominal guidance laws presented in
Section V, or from the CAA collision avoidance law of
Section IV. The saturation function sat(kf ψ̃fn ) is defined as


kf ψ̃fn > rf p ,
rf p ,
n
sat(kf ψ̃f ) , kf ψ̃fn , kf ψ̃fn ∈ [−rf p , rf p ],


−rf p , kf ψ̃fn < −rf p ,

(29)

where the parameter rf p > 0 is a constant design parameter.
In order to ensure that the saturation is in effect on an error in
the interval ψ̃fn ∈ (−π, π], we make the following assumption
on rf p :
Assumption 8.
rf p ≤ kf π.

(30)

A yaw rate reference signal r̄bd is then created by solving
(9) for rb :
r̄bd ,

Ub2 rf d − Y (ub )ub vb + u̇b vb
.
X(ub )ub + Ub2

(33)

This ensures that when t ≥ t1 + tδ , rbd (t) = r̄bd (t). If, at a
time t2 ∈ (t1 , t1 + tδ ), rbd (t2 ) = r̄bd (t2 ), use of the smoothing
function is stopped until the next discontinuity in r̄bd .
VII. S URGE AND YAW RATE CONTROLLERS
The surge (6d) and yaw rate (6f) are controlled using
feedback linearizing controllers like the one described in [33]:
τu = −Fub (ub , vb , rb ) + u̇bd − ku (ũb ),
τr = −Frb (ub , vb , rb ) + ṙbd − kr (r̃b ),

(34a)
(34b)

where ku > 0 and kr > 0 are constant control gains, and
ũb , ub − ubd and r̃b , rb − rbd .
Inserting these controllers into (6d) and (6f) gives the
following error dynamics:
ũ˙ b = −ku ũb ,
r̃˙b = −kr r̃b .

(35a)
(35b)

The error dynamics are linear, and globally exponentially
stable at the origin. Hence, as long as rbd and ubd are
continuous signals, a vehicle described by (6) will be able
to follow them as long as the following assumption is met:
Assumption 9. At time t0 , the system has operated long
enough for the surge and yaw rate to converge, i.e. ũb (t0 ) = 0
and r̃b (t0 ) = 0.
Remark 6. To fulfill this assumption, the vehicle needs to
be properly initialized before control is handed over to the
automatic collision avoidance system, which is reasonable.
Remark 7. We have assumed that the vehicle is able to follow
the surge speed reference during the maneuver. However, if
there is a perturbation in the vehicle surge, the CAA algorithm
will compensate the desired course according to the actual
surge speed, as seen in (17). Thus, the output from the
algorithm remains safe.

(31)

This signal is ensured to be well defined by Assumption 5.
Note that, when the control system switches mode, there is a
discontinuity in r̄bd . To avoid this, we will in the next section
introduce a bump function to ensure that the yaw rate signal
is always continuous.

VIII. M ATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
This section contains a mathematical analysis of the system
in collision avoidance mode. For this section, we make the
following assumption:
Assumption 10. The distance between two obstacles are
always at least 2dswitch .
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Fig. 6. Decomposition of the angle ψf dca .
-30
-30

This assumption ensures that the vehicle will only have to
avoid one obstacle at a time.
A. Minimum obstacle distance
We start by finding a lower bound on the distance to
the obstacle the vehicle will reach when following the CAA
guidance law around a static obstacle.
Lemma 1. Let the obstacle velocity be zero, and let the
avoidance angle be in the interval αo ∈ (0, π2 ). Furthermore,
let the vehicle follow the course reference from the CAA
collision avoidance law (19) when t ≥ t1 , with some speed
Ub > 0. If dob (t1 ) ≥ 0, the vehicle will converge to a circle
Ro
C with center at the obstacle center and radius Rc = cos(α
.
o)
Furthermore, if the vehicle starts outside C, then
dob (t) ≥ dmin ,

Ro
− Ro ,
cos(αo )

∀t ≥ t1 .

n(j)

(37)

where γt is the angle from the line connecting the vehicle and
the center of the obstacle to the tangent line as seen in Fig. 6:


Ro
−1
γt , sin
, dob ≥ 0.
(38)
Ro + dob
π
2,

When dob > dmin , we obtain γt + α0 <
which gives
d˙ob < 0. Similarly, when dob < dmin , d˙ob > 0. Finally, when
dob = dmin , d˙ob = 0. Hence, the vehicle will converge to C,
and if dob (t1 ) > dmin then dob (t) ≥ dmin ∀t ≥ t0 .
The proof of Lemma 1 is illustrated in Fig. 7.
B. Upper bound on the vehicle sway
During the collision avoidance maneuver, the switching
distance and the required course p
rate of the vehicle will depend
on the vehicle’s speed Ub =
u2b + vb2 . To find an upper
bound on the Ub , we need to find an upper bound on the sway

-10

0

10

20

30

y [m]

Fig. 7. A vector field showing the desired vehicle course when the turning
direction j = 1. The red circle is the obstacle, the black circle represents
dmin and the dotted black line shows an example integral curve of the field.

movement vb . This is done in the following Lemma, which
uses the sway dynamics in (10).
Lemma 2. Let the vehicle be modeled by (6), and let Assumptions 4-6 and 9 hold. Suppose that rf d depends on the vehicle
sway speed vb , and that for vb,sup > 0,
|rf d (vb,sup )| <

|Yd |
vb,sup .
|Xd |

(39)

Finally, let vb (t0 ) < vb,sup . Then,
vb (t) < vb,sup

(36)

Proof. The course reference ψf dca keeps a constant avoidance
angle αo to one of the tangents from the vehicle to the obstacle,
as shown in Fig. 2. The time derivative of dob can then be
found geometrically as
d˙ob = −Ub cos(γt + αo ),

-20

∀t ≥ t0 .

(40)

Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate V (vb ) =
0.5vb2 of (10). The time derivative of V along the solutions of
(10) is
U 2 vb
V̇ = 2 b
(Xd rf d + Yd vb ) .
(41)
Ub + Xd ubd
When Assumption 4 holds, (41) is bounded by
V̇ ≤

Ub2 |vb |
(|Xd ||rf d (vb )| − |Yd ||vb |) .
+ Xd ubd

Ub2

(42)

Let the set Ωv be defined as
2
Ωv , {vb ∈ R | V ≤ 21 vb,sup
},

(43)

which is a level set of V with vb = vb,sup on the boundary.
Equation (39) ensures that V̇ ≤ 0 on the boundary of Ωv .
Hence, Ωv is positively invariant and it follows that any
solution of vb starting in the set Ωv cannot leave it. Hence, if
|vb (t0 )| < vb,sup , then |vb (t)| < vb,sup ∀t ≥ t0 .
We will treat vb,sup as a design parameter in the remainder
of the paper. This parameter is in the next section used to
find bounds on the minimum safety distance dsafe and on the
course control proportional saturation rf p , and can be used to
adjust the aggressiveness of the collision avoidance maneuver
to satisfy both scenario preferences and actuator constraints.
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while γ̇t is found as

C. Bounds on safety distance and course control
Before stating the next lemma, we define the following term
for conciseness:


vb,sup uo
Fkd , |Yd |vb,sup |X1d | − 2 U
,
(44)
2
d,sup (Xd ubd +Ub,sup )
q
q
2
2
where Ub,sup , u2bd + vb,sup
and Ud,sup , Ub,sup
− u2o .
We also introduce the design parameter σ ∈ (0, 1), which
is used to prioritize between the course control proportional
saturation rf p and the safety distance dsafe . A high value of σ
will give priority to a high rf p , which will enable the vehicle
to turn faster, while a low value of σ prioritizes a low dsafe ,
which will require a higher turning rate as the vehicle will
maneuver closer to the obstacle.
Lemma 3. Consider a vehicle modeled by (6). Let the vehicle
be governed by the surge and yaw rate controllers (34) and the
course controller (28). Let the control system enter collision
avoidance mode at time t1 , and let the course then be guided
by the CAA algorithm (19). Furthermore, assume that the
n(j)
vehicle course satisfies ψfn (t2 ) = ψf dca (t2 ) at some time
t2 ≥ t1 + td . Finally, let σ ∈ (0, 1), and assume that
the distance between the vehicle and the obstacle satisfies
dob (t) > dsafe ∀t ≥ t1 . If Assumptions 1-10 hold, the course
control proportional saturation rf p satisfies
rf p ≤ σFkd ,

(45)

the safety distance dsafe satisfies
2

dsafe ≥

1
(Ub,sup + uo,max )
,
Ub,sup
(1 − σ)Fkd

(46)

∀t ≥ t0

n(j)

(48)

(j)

The time derivative of γca is found from (17) as


(j)
(j)
(j)
uo Ub ψ̇αo cos(γvo ) − U̇b sin(γvo )
(j)
q
γ̇ca
=
.
(j)
Ub Ub2 − u2o sin2 (γvo )

(49)

(j)

As shown in Fig. 6, the angle ψαo can be decomposed into
ψα(j)
= γo ± γt ± αo .
o

(50)

ψ̇α(j)
= γ̇o ± γ̇t .
o

(51)

Hence,
The angular rate γ̇o can be found geometrically as
γ̇o =

uo sin(ψon − γo ) − Ub sin(ψfn − γo )
.
Ro + dob

d˙ob = uo cos(ψon − γo ) − Ub cos(ψfn − γo ).

(54)

where

Combining (52) - (54) gives
Ub sin(γo − ψfn ) − uo sin(γo − ψon )
Ro + dob
Ub cos(γo − ψfn ) − uo cos(γo − ψon )
p
.
∓Ro
(Ro + dob ) dob (2Ro + dob )

ψ̇α(j)
=
o

The total vehicle acceleration U̇b is found as
Xd rf d + Yd vb
U̇b = Ub vb
,
Xd ubd + Ub2

(55)

(56)

where we have used the fact that u̇b = u̇bd = 0 by Assumpn(j)
tion 6. Note that ψ̇f dca depends on rf d , which again depends
n(j)
on ψ̇f dca when the control system is in collision avoidance
mode. A closed expression for rf d is found by inserting (48)
into the course control law (28), which gives
Fnum
rf d =
,
(57)
Fden
where
1
Fnum , ψ̇α(j)
+q
o
(j)
Ub2 − u2o sin2 (γvo )
h


(58)
uo Yd vb2
(j)
· sin(γvo
) u̇o − U 2 +X
+
d ubd
b

i
(j)
n
uo cos(γvo
) ψ̇α(j)
−
ψ̇
− sat(kf ψ̃fn ),
o
o
(j)

(47)

Proof. Lemma 3 is proved by finding an upper bound on rf d
for a given vb,sup . The upper bound is inserted into (39), which
allows us to apply Lemma 2. We then obtain (45) and (46) by
solving for rf p and dsafe .
n(j)
The time derivative of ψf dca is
(j)
ψ̇f dca = ψ̇α(j)
+ γ̇ca
.
o

(53)

and

and the sway speed satisfies |vb (t0 )| < vb,sup , then
|vb (t)| < vb,sup

R
p o
,
(Ro + dob ) (Ro + dob )2 − Ro2

γ̇t = −d˙ob

Fden , 1 +

(59)

The expression for (59) is ensured to be well defined by
Assumptions 5 and 7. However, in order to ensure that rf d
(57) is well defined, we require that Fden > 0. We obtain a
(j)
lower bound on (59) by minimizing with respect to γvo and
vb :
uo,max |vb ||Xd |
q
Fden > 1 −
:= Fden,inf (vb ).
(Ub2 + Xd ubd ) Ub2 − u2o,max
(60)
Minimizing (60) with respect to vb and solving for uo,max
gives the following bound on uo,max to ensure that Fden > 0
for all uo ∈ [0, uo,max ]:
( p
2 −Xd2 − Xd ubd −ubd < Xd ≤ − u2bd
(61)
uo,max <
ubd
− u2bd < Xd .
Assumption 7 ensures that (61) is satisfied.
When dob ≥ dsafe , a bound |Fnum | < Fnum,sup can be found
by using Assumptions 4 and 6-9, where:
Fnum,sup ,

(52)

uo sin(γvo )vb Xd
q
.
(j)
(Ub2 + Xd ubd ) Ub2 − u2o sin2 (γvo )

2
2
vb,sup
|Yd |uo
(U
+ uo )

 + b,sup
+ rf p .
dsafe Ub,sup
2
Ud,sup Xd + Ub,sup
(62)
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Equations (60) and (62) are even in vb and vb,sup , respectively.
Hence,
Fnum,sup
|rf d (±vb,sup )| <
.
(63)
Fden,inf (vb,sup )

dsafe

Inserting (63) into (39) bounds dsafe and rf p to:
Uo,maxtε

2

(Ub,sup + uo,max )
+ rf p ≤ Fkd ,
dsafe Ub,sup

(64)

where Fkd is given in (44). The design parameter σ can be
used to rewrite (64) as
2

(Ub,sup + uo,max )
+ rf p ≤ σFkd + (1 − σ)Fkd .
dsafe Ub,sup

(65)

Hence, conditions (45) and (46) ensure that (64) is satisfied.
Condition (39) of Lemma 2 then also applies, and it follows
that if |vb (t0 )| < vb,sup , then |vb (t)| < vb,sup ∀t ≥ t0 .
D. Minimum switching distance
We will now provide a lower bound on the switching
distance in order to ensure that the vehicle course angle is
within  radians of the desired course from the CAA algorithm
before the obstacle can get too close to the vehicle.
Lemma 4. Let a vehicle be modeled by (6), and let it be
controlled by the feedback linearizing controllers (34) and the
course controller (28). At a time t1 ≥ t0 , let the control system
enter collision avoidance mode according to the switching rule
in Section IV-B, and let the vehicle course then be set by the
collision avoidance law (19). Furthermore, let Assumptions 17 be satisfied, the vehicle speed satisfy Ub < Ub,sup , and the
switching distance satisfy
dswitch ≥ uo t + dsafe + dturn + dδ ,

(66)

where

t , tδ +

π
1
−
rf p
kf


−

ln(kf /rf p )
,
kf

 ∈ (0, ψ̃fnp ] (67)

is the maximum amount of time the course controller (28) will
n(j)
use to make the vehicle converge to within  rad of ψf dca , and
dturn ,

Ub,sup
min(rf p , kf π2 )

(68)

upper bounds the distance traveled by the vehicle in the ψfn (t1 )
direction when making a complete π rad turn. The distance
dδ is
dδ , Ub,sup tδ .
(69)
n(j)

Then, the vehicle is able to converge to within  rad of ψf dca
before the obstacle can come within the distance dsafe .

Proof. The main idea behind the proof is to show that the
distance traveled by the obstacle during the convergence time
t is not enough to reduce the distance between the obstacle
and the vehicle trajectory as it turns away from the obstacle
to less than dsafe . This is illustrated in Fig. 8.
We consider a worst case scenario with an obstacle of
infinite size, Ro → ∞. The obstacle tangent angle is then
γt = π/2. Furthermore, the vehicle and obstacle move at

dturn
dδ

Fig. 8. Illustration of the minimum required switching distance.

maximum speed, i.e. Ub (t1 ) = Ub,sup and uo (t1 ) = uo,max .
We assume, without loss of generality, that the obstacle
is ahead of the vehicle on the x-axis of the NED frame,
xno (t1 ) − xnb (t1 ) = dswitch , while yon (t1 ) = xno (t1 ) = 0, and
that they move straight towards each other, ψfn (t1 ) = 0 and
ψon (t1 ) = π. The worst case behavior of the obstacle is then
to continue moving straight towards the vehicle at maximum
speed, uo (t > t1 ) = uo,max and ψon (t > t1 ) = π.
At time t1 , when the control system enters collision avoidn(j)
ance mode, the vehicle starts to make a turn towards ψf dca .
There will then be a jump in the desired yaw rate from
the course controller, and the yaw rate smoothing (33) will
commence. The smoothing is complete at time t1 + tδ . Since
ψ̃fn ∈ (−π, π], the maximum course error at time t = t1 + tδ
is π radians. The convergence time from |ψ̃fn | = π to
|ψ̃fn | = rf p /kf is found from (28) to be π/rf p − 1/kf , which
is ensured to be positive from Assumption 8. From this point,
the course converges exponentially, and hence the convergence
ln(kf /rf p )
time from |ψ̃fn | = rf p /kf to |ψ̃fn | <  is
.
kf
It follows that the total time from t1 until |ψ̃fn | ≤  is t as
defined in (67). During this time, the obstacle will, at worst,
have traversed uo,max t towards the vehicle.
During the smoothing interval t ∈ (t1 , t1 + tδ ], the distance
covered by the vehicle towards the obstacle is upper bounded
by dδ . During the first π/2 radians of the following turn, the
vehicle will move towards the obstacle. We see from geometry
that the compensated vision cone Vc will then expand. Hence,
n(j)
ψf dca will move away from ψfn during this part of the turn, and
the turning rate of the vehicle can be lower bounded by setting
ψ̇fnd = 0 in the course controller. In a worst case scenario,
the vehicle has to turn completely around. Assumption 8 then
ensures that the vehicle will move at most dturn towards the
obstacle when turning.
Hence, if condition (66) holds, then the distance between the
obstacle and the vehicle trajectory will not be reduced to less
than dsafe before the vehicle course has converged to within
n(j)
 rad of ψf dca . It follows that the obstacle is thus more than
dsafe meters from the vehicle, which concludes the proof.
We are now ready to state the main theorems of the paper,
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namely safe maneuvering both in a target reaching and in a
path following scenario. Before we state these theorems, we
need to assume that the vehicle starts safely:
Assumption 11.
dob (t0 ) > dswitch .

(70)

Remark 8. Like Assumption 9, this assumption corresponds
to assuming that the vehicle is safely initialized before control
is handed over to the automatic collision avoidance system.
E. Safe target reaching

ψ˜fn = 0 when the course controller (28) is employed. Hence,
it is ensured that
n(j)

ψfn (t) − ψf dca (t) ≤ ,

∀t ∈ [t2 , t3 ],

(78)

where t3 is the time when the control system will exit collision
avoidance mode.
In a coordinate frame O moving with the obstacle velocity
(j)
ṗno , the vehicle velocity is within  radians of vαo (t), defined
in (14). Assumption 7 ensures that uαo > 0. Hence, Lemma 1
ensures that
dob (t) ≥ dsafe

∀t ∈ [t2 , t3 ],

(79)

In this section, we will provide conditions to ensure that the
CAA collision avoidance algorithm (19) in combination with
the pure pursuit guidance law (25) enables the vehicle to safely
maneuver to the target. In order to do this, we must assume
that the distance from the target to the obstacle is greater than
the minimum obstacle distance:

which satisfies condition (76).
Since the vehicle circles the obstacle, there will be a time
t3 when the direction to the target will be outside of Vc . The
vehicle will then exit collision avoidance mode and proceed
towards the target.

Assumption 12. The distance dot (t) from the target to the
obstacle satisfies

F. Safe path following

Ro
− Ro
dot (t) >
cos(αo )

∀t ≥ t0 .

(71)

Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1-12 hold, the avoidance angle
satisfy




Ro
π
−1
αo ∈ cos
(72)
+ ,
Ro + dsafe
2
and the switching distance satisfy
dswitch ≥ uo,max t + dsafe + dturn + dδ ,

(73)

where t , dturn and dδ are defined in Lemma 4. Furthermore,
let the course control proportional saturation level rf p and
the safety distance dsafe satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3:
rf p ≤ σFkd ,

(74)
2

dsafe ≥

(Ub,sup + uo,max )
1
.
Ub,sup
(1 − σ)Fkd

(75)

Finally, let the initial vehicle sway satisfy |vb (t0 )| < vb,sup .
Then, a vehicle described by (6), controlled by the surge and
yaw rate controllers (34), the course controller (28), the pure
pursuit guidance law (25) and the CAA collision avoidance
law (19) will maneuver to the target position pt in the presence
of an obstacle described by (12) while ensuring that
dob (t) ≥ dsafe > 0 ∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ],

(76)

where tf is the time of arrival at pt .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 that v is bounded by
|vb (t)| < vb,sup

∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ].

(77)

Hence, the vehicle speed is bounded by Ub < Ub,sup . Denote
the time when (20) is fulfilled by t1 ≥ t0 . At this time, the
control system enters collision avoidance mode as described
in Section IV-B. Lemma 4 then ensures that there is a time
t2 > t1 when d(t1 ) >= dsafe and ψfn (t2 ) − ψfndca (t2 ) ≤ .
Since the yaw rate reference signal rbd is smooth by (33), the
vehicle course has a locally exponentially stable equilibrium at

In this section, we will provide conditions to ensure that
the CAA collision avoidance algorithm (19) in combination
with the line of sight guidance law (27) enables the vehicle to
safely maneuver around the obstacle and reach the path.
Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 1-11 hold, the avoidance angle
satisfy




Ro
π
−1
αo ∈ cos
+ ,
(80)
Ro + dsafe
2
and the switching distance satisfy
dswitch ≥ uo,max t + dsafe + dturn + dδ ,

(81)

where t , dturn and dδ are defined in Lemma 4. Furthermore,
let the course control proportional saturation level rf p and
the safety distance dsafe satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3:
rf p ≤ σFkd ,

(82)
2

dsafe ≥

1
(Ub,sup + uo,max )
.
Ub,sup
(1 − σ)Fkd

(83)

Finally, let the initial vehicle sway satisfy |vb (t0 )| < vb,sup
and the lookahead distance ∆ satisfy
∆≥

Ub,sup |Xd |
.
(|Y |vb,sup − |X|rf p )

(84)

Then, a vehicle described by (6), controlled by the surge and
yaw rate controllers (34), the course controller (28), the line of
sight guidance law (27) and the CAA collision avoidance law
(19) will converge to and follow a path P given by (26) until
it encounters an obstacle modeled by (12). The obstacle will
be safely avoided, and the vehicle will converge to the path
again after the collision avoidance maneuver. Furthermore, it
is ensured that
dob (t) ≥ dsafe > 0 ∀t ≥ t0 .

(85)

Proof. The required turning rate of the LOS guidance law is
found as
∆ẏ n
(86)
ψ̇fnlos = − 2 b n 2 ,
∆ + yb
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which is bounded as

time = 8.35 s

Ub,sup |Xd |
,
(|Y |vb,sup − |X|rf p )

|vb (t)| < vb,sup

∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ].
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The rest of the proof is equivalent to the proof of Theorem 1.
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Fig. 9. The vehicle meets an obstacle head on in the first scenario. The vehicle
is shown in orange, while the obstacle is a solid red circle. A dotted red circle
shows dsafe , while Vc is shown as a semi-opaque red sector of radius dswitch .
The target position is marked by an ’X’, and the blue arrow denotes ψfnpp .
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IX. S IMULATION RESULTS
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time = 42.85 s

(90)

In this section we present numerical simulations of an
underactuated marine vehicle using the proposed collision
avoidance algorithm. The simulated vehicle is a HUGIN
autonomous underwater vehicle [34] operating in a horizontal plane. The desired vehicle surge speed is set to
ubd = 2 m/s, and the maximum allowable sway speed is set
to vb,sup = 2 m/s. It can be verified that Assumption 4 is
satisfied with Yd = −1.10, and that Assumption 5 is satisfied
with Xd = −1.59. The initial sway velocity was zero in all
simulations, while ub (t0 ) = 2 m/s and ψbn (t0 ) = 0 rad.
In the three first scenarios the vehicle encounters an obstacle
head on, from the starboard side and from the port side,
respectively. These scenarios all contain a circular obstacle
with radius Ro = 15 m. The obstacle speed is uo = 1 m/s,
which satisfies Assumption 7. The course control proportional
saturation level rf p is set to 0.17 rad/s, and the safety distance
is set to dsafe = 10 m, which satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 3 with σ = 0.25. The course control gain kf is set
to 0.4 s−1 , satisfying (30), while the convergence parameter 
is set to  = 0.05 rad. The switching distance dswitch is set to
70 m, while αo is set to 0.97 rad, satisfying (46) and (72).
The first scenario is illustrated in Fig. 9. The vehicle steers
towards a target position using the pure pursuit guidance
law (25). The obstacle starts in front of the vehicle on a
head on collision course. At time 8.35 s the vehicle reaches
the switching distance dswitch from the obstacle, and enters
collision avoidance mode in accordance with the switching
rule in Section IV-B. Since the vehicle and the obstacle are
on a head on collision course, the choice of turning direction
given in Section IV-C becomes random. In this case, the
vehicle makes a port turn. The vehicle maneuvers safely
around the obstacle until time 42.85 s, when the direction
towards the target comes outside of the unsafe cone. The
vehicle then proceeds towards the target in accordance with
Theorem 1.
In the second scenario, which is shown in Fig. 10, the
obstacle crosses from starboard. The pure pursuit guidance

60

40

-50

(89)

and |vb (t0 )| < vb,sup , then |vb (t)| < vb,sup until a time t2
when the vehicle enters collision avoidance mode. Along with
Lemma 3, we then obtain that

120
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x [m]

∆≥

time = 20 s

120

x [m]

Ub,sup
≤
.
(87)
∆
Inserting (87) into the course controller (28) gives a maximum
desired course rate of
Ub,sup
|rf los | ≤
+ rf p .
(88)
∆
Applying Lemma 2 on (88) gives that if
|ψ̇fnlos |
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Fig. 10. The second scenario, where the obstacle crosses from starboard.

law is again employed to take the vehicle towards the target
position. When the control system enters collision avoidance
mode at time 1.44 s, the vehicle turns starboard to maneuver
behind the obstacle. At time 43.58 s, the direction to the target
is safe and the vehicle proceeds towards it.
The collision avoidance algorithm in combination with the
LOS guidance law (27) is demonstrated in the third scenario,
which is shown in Fig. 11. The obstacle now approaches in
front of the vehicle from the port side, while the vehicle
follows a straight line path along the xn -axis. At time 6.47 s
the desired course from the LOS guidance law, ψfnlos , comes
within Vc , and the control system enters collision avoidance
mode. The vehicle maneuvers safely behind the obstacle, until
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Fig. 13. The vehicle sway during the three scenarios.
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Fig. 11. The third scenario, where the obstacle crosses from port and the
vehicle follows a straight line path marked by the dotted black line. The blue
arrow here denotes ψfnlos .
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Fig. 14. The fourth scenario, where the obstacle is ship shaped.

Fig. 12. The distance from the vehicle to the obstacle during the three
scenarios.

X. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ψfnlos

becomes safe again. At this point, the vehicle converges
to the path as stated in Theorem 2.
The obstacle distance during the three scenarios is shown in
Fig. 12, where it can be seen that the distance is always above
the safety distance dsafe . In Fig. 13, the sway velocity of the
vehicle during the three scenarios are shown. The magnitude
of the vehicle sway increases as the vehicle turns, but remains
well below the limit of 2 m/s. Hence, the simulations validate
the results of Theorems 1 and 2.
While the analysis in Section VIII assumes that the obstacle
is circular, the CAA collision avoidance algorithm can be
applied to obstacles of any shape. This is demonstrated in
the fourth scenario, shown in Fig. 14, where the obstacle has
the shape of a ship that is 70 m long and 10 m wide. The
ship approaches the vehicle from the north east, and again the
vehicle moves safely behind the obstacle in order to avoid it.

The CAA algorithm was implemented into the control
system of the research vessel R/V Gunnerus as part of an
experimental setup. The R/V Gunnerus, a research vessel
owned and operated by the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU), is a 31.25 m long vehicle steered
by two azimuth thrusters. The control system is a Kongsberg
Maritime K-Pos DP-11 system. Further details on the R/V
Gunnerus can be found in [35]. The CAA collision avoidance
algorithm (Section IV) and the LOS path following guidance
law (Section V-B) were implemented at the guidance level of
the K-Pos DP-11 system. Our algorithm thus provided heading
references to an underlying heading controller, which included
smoothing and control allocation. The details of the heading
controller was not available to us, but the modular nature of
both the CAA and LOS algorithm still made it possible to
implement and tune the algorithms. We received measurements
of all vehicle states, and added a simple low-pass filter to the
surge and sway measurements in order to filter out the effect
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of waves. The heading controller allowed us to set a maximum
turning rate, which was set to 90 ◦ /s. The speed controller was
not available in this experimental mode, and the thrust level
was set to a constant, providing a forward speed of about
4 m/s.
The experiments were conducted in the Trondheim fjord.
The vehicle was set to follow straight line path segments.
Along the path, the vehicle encountered virtual obstacles in
several different scenarios. One scenario is shown in Fig. 15,
where the vehicle encountered two obstacles with a radius
of 100 m. The obstacles moved with a speed of 2 m/s; one
straight towards the vehicle slightly on its port side, and one
approaching from starboard. The avoidance angle was set to
1.1 rad, and the safety distance to 120.4 m. At 15:07:30, the
first obstacle came within a switching distance, and the vehicle
turned starboard to avoid it according to the switching rule
presented in Section IV-B. At 15:10:30, the second obstacle
came within switching distance, and the vision cone to this
obstacle was merged with the vision cone to the first. The
vehicle adjusted its course to also avoid this obstacle. At
15:17:00, both obstacles had been successfully avoided and
the vehicle returned to path following.
In another scenario, shown in Fig. 16, the vehicle encountered a convoy of five obstacles moving straight towards it
at a speed of 2 m/s. Again, the obstacle radius was set to
100 m, while the avoidance angle was set to 0.9 rad, the safety
distance to 60.9 m and the switching distance to 800 m. The
first obstacle was encountered at 11:20:00, and the vehicle
entered collision avoidance mode and turned starboard. As the
vehicle moved along the convoy, it encountered the obstacles
one by one and adjusted its course to avoid them. As described
in Section IV-D, the turning direction was kept constant (in this
case j = 1), thus avoiding that the vehicle tried to cross the
convoy during the maneuver. The vehicle successfully avoided
all five obstacles, and returned to path following.
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XI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed, and analyzed, the constant
avoidance angle algorithm for collision avoidance. This algorithm is designed to make a vehicle avoid both static and
moving obstacles. It creates a vision cone from the vehicle to
the obstacle, extends this vision cone by a constant avoidance
angle and steers the vehicle along one of the vision cone edges
in order to avoid the obstacle. If the obstacle is moving, the
vision cone is adjusted to exactly compensate for the obstacle
velocity. The vision cone also compensates for the vehicle
speed, which can thus be used as an input to the algorithm.
This provides a level of flexibility which makes the algorithm
suitable for vehicles with a limited speed envelope or acceleration constraints, and to vehicles operating in scenarios which
put external constraints on the speed trajectory.
We have applied the algorithm to a marine vehicle with
kinematics and dynamics modeled in three degrees of freedom.
Specifically, we have considered the case when the vehicle has
underactuated sway dynamics, which means that the sideways
speed of the vehicle cannot be directly controlled, but is
rather induced by turning. The CAA algorithm compensates

Fig. 15. Experimental run with two obstacles.

for the underactuated sway component of the vehicle speed
by steering the vehicle course. Furthermore, since we have
designed the algorithm to compensate for the vehicle speed, it
can readily handle the time-varying, underactuated component
of the vehicle’s velocity.
The CAA algorithm is modular in nature, and we demonstrated this by combining it with both the pure pursuit target reaching guidance law, and with the line-of-sight path
following guidance law. We gave a mathematical analysis
for both cases, and provided conditions under which it is
guaranteed that the vehicle will successfully avoid an obstacle
in a sparse scenario. Specifically, we provided a lower bound
for the switching distance from the obstacle, at which point
the vehicle should enter collision avoidance mode if it is on
collision course with the obstacle. We also provided bounds
on the required safety distance and course control saturation,
in order to ensure that the sway movement, and hence the
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both that the algorithm can be applied to obstacles of different
shapes, and how to extend the algorithm to a multi-obstacle
scenario. However, a thorough analysis of such scenarios,
which would include extending the algorithm to several,
cooperative agents, remains a topic of future work.
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vehicle speed, remains bounded and well defined during the
maneuver.
We have validated the theoretical results both by simulating
an autonomous underwater vehicle operating in the plane,
and in full scale experiments aboard the R/V Gunnerus. We
have thus shown that the algorithm can be used on marine
vessels with widely different characteristics and maneuvering
capabilities. Furthermore, the experimental results indicate that
the algorithm is robust to noise such as wave disturbances, as
well as to operating on a vessel where the details of the lowlevel controllers and vehicle model are not available. Both the
simulations and the experiments show that the vehicle keeps
well away from the obstacle, which suggest that the conditions
derived in Theorems 1 and 2 are conservative.
Finally, while the analysis in this paper assumed a sparse
scenario with circular obstacles that can be avoided one at a
time, we have shown in the simulations and the experiments
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